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Communication skills

About 2 hours

Participants will gain a better understanding of the nature of interpersonal 
communication. Participants will more consciously shape their communication 
behavior.

Information about interpersonal communication including: speaking, listening, 
feedback. 

A pen and notepad can be useful. 

Workshop can be conducted live or online.
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Introduction



Introduction

The ability to communicate 
accurately, clearly and as intended, 
is a vital life skill. 

It’s never too late to work on your 
communication skills and by doing 
so, you may improve your 
relationships and quality of life.



Introduction

We communicate messages to each other 

using conventional signs such as: 

● words, 

● gestures, 

● sounds, 

● letters, 

● numbers, 

● symbols… 

Communication involves verbal or nonverbal 

transmission of information. 

A



Excercise
15-20 minutes

The conscious experience of communication

Worksheet 
“CEDAC_workshop_Communication skills_Exercise1_CONTINUUM.pdf”

Printed worksheet, pen

This exercise is best done by getting up from your seats and walking freely around the 
room.

Offline



Communication bingo - exercise

Find people meeting the criteria included in the table 
in worksheet and write down their names to the 
appropriate square spaces. 

Talk to every person written down, for about a minute, 

on the subject written in the chosen space and 

remember as much as you can, to say what you’ve 

heard to others. 

Fill in green spaces without conversation!!!

Attention! Each space should contain one person!



Speaking skills

Whether you are writing an email to the 
office, talking to your grandson on the 
phone, or presenting an idea to your  friends, 
you need to communicate in a way that is 
clear, concise, and easy to understand.

In this part you will learn how to speak so 
that others listen and understand you.



Speaking skills

Speaking skills cover three main areas: 

● the choice of words, 

● how to say them,

● reinforcement through non-verbal communication.

All of these elements affect how your message will be received and 

understood by your audience.



The words we choose

When presenting the same 
topic we will use different 
words depending on the 

situation. What we say to a 
friend will be different from 

the way we present the topic 
at an official meeting.



The way we speak

The way we speak consists of tone of 
voice and rate of speech. These 
elements convey important 
information to the listener, such as 
the level of commitment or what 
emotions we are experiencing.



Non-verbal communication 

Communication is much more than just words 
and the information they convey. It also includes 
implicit messages, whether intended or not, that 
are expressed through non-verbal behavior:

● eye contact,
● facial expression,
● gestures,
● tone and pitch of the voice,
● body language,
● physical distance.



The most important 
communication principle

Remember that communication is a 

two-way process: in addition to 

speaking or delivering a message, it is 

also important to listen to the other 

person. 



Listening and hearing

The condition for successful building of 
understanding is the ability to listen.

In this section, we will address a skill 
called "active listening."

Active listening means to hear what 
people are really saying.



Active listening means that you make a conscious effort to hear and well 
understand another person. In order to do this:

● pay attention to the other person very carefully,
● don't get distracted,
● don’t think about counterarguments while the other person is still speaking,
● be patient - listen until the end,
● do not interrupt the interlocutor,
● refrain from commenting, giving advice, expressing tolerance,
● ask additional questions about what the other person is saying
● show interest verbally and with body language (see next slides). 

Active listening



● maintain eye contact,
● use appropriate gestures that indicate 

interest,
● nod,
● tilt the body towards the interlocutor,
● keep an open posture.

Active listening - body language



● relax your body and face, 

● do not lower or turn your 

head,

● do not cross your arms, 

● do not press your lips together.

Open posture



● expressing boredom or indifference to what the interlocutor says,

● interjecting one’s own comments to someone’s speech,

● switching from one subject to another in an unskillful manner,

● lack of focus on what the other person is trying to communicate,

● constantly commenting on the interlocutor’s statements,

● judging the interlocutor.

Mistakes that negate active listening



6 techniques to enhance active listening

Encourage the other person to keep talking:

● eye contact,

● adequate emotional facial expressions,

● leaning towards the interlocutor,

● verbal nodding.

Encouraging non-verbally and verbally



6 techniques to enhance active listening

● Expressing interest.

● Confirming that what the interlocutor says is important.

“I can hear that what you're talking about is important to you, could you 

tell me something more about it?”

Opening statements



6 techniques to enhance active listening

Showing that the other person is important.

● recognize the importance of the other person's problems and feelings,

● show appreciation for his/her actions and efforts.

"I can see that you put a lot of effort into solving this situation".

Appreciation



6 techniques to enhance active listening

Saying in your own words what you heard from the interlocutor.

“If I understood well, what you care about is that...?”.

Through paraphrasing:

● you show interest in what the interlocutor is saying,

● you can verify that you understand the meaning of what was said,

● the author of the message has the opportunity to correct it.

Paraphrase



6 techniques to enhance active listening

Showing that you try to understand what the interlocutor is 

experiencing.

“It seems to me that you are embittered by the current situation, 

am I right?”

Reflecting feelings



6 techniques to enhance active listening

● Organising statements, combining important facts, explaining something.

● Helping the interlocutor to see another point of view. 

● Explaining the main thought, separating relevant from irrelevant 

elements.

“From what we’ve talked about so far, I understand that...”

Clarification



Active listening does not mean that you 

agree with the speaker. It means that 

you are listening to him/her and are 

interested in what he/she has to say.

Active listening - conclusion



Constructive feedback

If you want to address, comment, give 
advice, share suggestions, or give your 
own opinion about what you heard 
from someone, do it in the form of 
constructive feedback.



Constructive feedback

Constructive feedback is a message in first person 

(“I” statement) and it tells you how I react to your 

behaviour, your statement, your way of being, etc.

Examples: 

It annoys me when you tap the chair with your leg.

I can’t understand you when you speak so fast.

I don't like it when you address me this way.



Constructive feedback

Describes behaviour

Is objective - focuses on facts

Is hard to challenge, because it is hard to 
argue with feelings

It is communication based on partnership

Message of I statement

Evaluates person, behaviour

Is subjective - focuses on opinion, impression

Is easy to challenge, because we can differ in 
terms of opinions, assessments

It is communication based on hierarchy

Message of YOU statement



Constructive feedback

I like when…

I like it I was impressed

I’m under great impression

I was very pleased

I was very happy

I admire you I’m full of admiration

I’m happy

It made me feel great

Phrases you can use to express your approval:



Constructive feedback

I don’t like it

I’m angry I got upset

This is unacceptable to me

I’m sorry

It irritates me

I don’t like… It got me angry

I was upset

I am irritated

Phrases you can use to express your disapproval:



Excercise
15 minutes

Practice changing from "you" messages to "I" messages

Optional: worksheet 
“CEDAC_workshop_Communication skills_Exercise1_CONTINUUM.pdf”

Optional - printed worksheet, pen

Each participant can do this exercise independently by writing their answers on the 
attached sheet, or you can discuss the ideas as a group.

Offline



Constructive feedback - exercise

Replace the following message of “You” type (“You” statement) with a message of “Me” 
type (“I” statement). 

1. You’re irresponsible!
2. You’re constantly forcing me to do things!
3. You’re lying!
4. When you want something, you can be so nice, and normally you still yell at me! 
5. It's impossible to talk to you normally!
6. There is nothing to talk about! Either you sign it or it’s the end of discussion!



Conclusion



Conclusion
Being able to communicate effectively is 
perhaps the most important of all life skills. It 
is what enables us to pass information to 
other people, and to understand what is said 
to us.

Communication may be vocally, written, 
visually or non-verbally. In practice, it is often 
a combination of several of these.

We develop communication skills a lifetime. 
There are many things that you can do to 
improve your communication skills.



Thank you
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